TAG Meeting Agenda – March 27th, 2018

9:00am to 4:00pm
HQ - Lacey R0A-32
CRO - Union Gap 136-VC
ERO - Spokane 1-NW-18 VC
NWRO – Bellevue 1C-Puget Sound

Discussion Topics:

1. Current events and RCW revision status / updates
2. Pay for resource protection borings after the project is completed
3. New decommissioning tool for PVC wells – Keith Brown, In Situ Engineering
4. Horizontal drilling discussion – Mike Lubrecht, DTD
5. Sources of contamination revisited
6. Sand point well seals - JP
7. Revised resource protection well report layout
8. Inconsistencies with RP well decommissioning – JM
9. Small diameter vapor sampling tubes
10. NSF Standard 60 for drilling products - PK

10:30am
Field test results and discussion of a new decommissioning tool for PVC Wells – Keith Brown, In Situ Engineering

1:30pm
Horizontal drilling discussion - Mike Lubrecht, DTD Inc.